We introduce replicator-mutator mechanisms from evolutionary dynamics into a two-dimensional daisyworld model, thereby coupling evolutionary changes with daisyworld's bidirectional feedback between biota and environment. Daisyworld continues to self-regulate in the presence of these evolutionary forces. The most interesting behaviours, exhibiting a complex and dynamic dance through space and time in species' abundance, emerges through the introduction of additive spatio-temporal random perturbations in the form of thermal noise. The balance between ecosystem feedback and fluctuations in the ecosystem determines the spatial coexistence of domains of dominance between daisy species and their mutants or adaptants.
Introduction
Evolutionary studies have highlighted the importance of biota-environment feedback in evolutionary dynamics, for example, niche construction (Odling-Smee et al., 2003) , extended phenotypes (Dawkins, 1999) . Biota-environment feedback is inherent in daisyworld models, so we have chosen to extend the basic daisyworld model with evolutionary dynamics based on the replicator-mutator equation (RME) (Hofbauer and Sigmund, 2003) .
The three fundamental factors in Darwinian evolution are replication (entities reproducing themselves), mutation (producing small variations in transforming to a new entity) and selection (passing the fitter entities to later generations). These factors determine the population dynamics: changes in population size and evolution of new populations. Populations are the fundamental basis of evolution; individuals can change over time, but only populations evolve (Nowak, 2006) . We focus our attention on population dynamics in daisyworld with evolutionary change.
Generally, selection arises as a consequence of competition, commonly due to prey-predator relationships or resource limits. In the daisyworld of Watson and Lovelock (1983) , daisies compete for space and hence for light. Daisyworld also incorporates a feedback mechanism: different daisy species affect the temperature, and the temperature in turn affects daisy survival, and hence selection. Thus the classic daisyworld realises the competition and natural selection of an evolutionary framework.
What is less studied in classical Darwinian evolution is the global feedback between biota and environment; conversely, the components that are omitted in the original daisyworld model are mutation and adaptation. In this field, it is common to distinguish between evolution of the daisies in ways which change their effect on the environment (in this case, albedo), which is referred to simply as mutation; and evolution of the daisies in ways which change their response to the environment (growth curve with temperature), generally referred to as adaptation. Thus a simple evolutionary daisyworld can incorporate all these factors, through 1) influence of temperature on daisies, 2) influence of daisies on temperature, 3) mutation of daisies and 4) adaptation of daisies to the temperature.
A number of researchers have studied evolution in daisyworld. Mutation was introduced into daisyworld by Lovelock (1992) and expanded by Lenton et al. (1998) ; Lenton and Lovelock (2001) . Adaptation in daisyworld was studied by Lenton and Lovelock (2000) . For a more detailed survey, please see Wood et al. (2008, section 4) .
In this paper, we model the population dynamics of daisies using the replicator-mutator equation (RME) of evolutionary dynamics, in a diffusively coupled logistic lattice of daisyworld -a model which has not been studied previously. RME has the advantage of expressing replication, mutation and selection mechanisms within a single framework; these evolutionary changes can be influenced by external environment factors such as temperature or abundance of species. Also, the interaction with the environment affects the survival of daisies and changes their adaptive fitness. We have analysed the population dynamics of our daisyworld model through allowing a range of fluctuations in temperature, studying its effects on the evolutionary behaviour of the daisyworld. We did this by introducing ecosystem disturbance in the form of additive spatio-temporal Gaussian white noise (García-Ojalvo and Sancho, 1999) . The scale of fluctuation is controlled by the noise level.
Background Daisyworld Dynamics
In the daisyworld model of Watson and Lovelock (1983) , there are two life forms (daisies), identical except for two aspects of their phenotype: one (black daisies) has low albedo and a preference for (i.e. faster growth in) low temperatures; the other (white daisies) has high albedo and a preference for high temperatures. Black daisies warm the planet by absorbing the solar heat; but naturally (since they themselves may get even hotter) prefer a cooler climate. White daisies cool the planet (more than bare ground) by reflecting heat, but prefer a warmer climate. The variation in the trait (petal colour or albedo -the environment-altering trait) affects their fitness by altering the temperature, which in turn determines the growth rate. Thus changes in fitness cause changes in the distribution of daisies, and changes in distribution of daisies cause changes in the fitness. This forms the fundamental feedback loop -a cycle which repeats indefinitely. Hence the temperature is heavily influenced by the abundance of black and white daisies, and competition for space between the two species self-regulates the planet. In this scenario, life does not merely influence the environment, but regulates it in a way that is suitable for itself.
Replicator-Mutator Dynamics
Replicator-mutator (aka selection-mutation) dynamics are embodied in the RME (equation 1):
Here x i is the population proportion of type i, n is the total species, Q = [q ij ] is the mutation matrix, f j defines the selection dynamics
the average fitness. f 0 is the intrinsic fitness and A = [a ij ] is a reward matrix. In addition to biological evolution (Bürger, 1998) , RME has been used to model evolution in language (Nowak et al., 2001) , culture, behaviour in social networks (Olfati-Saber, 2007) and evolutionary game theory (Brenner, 1998) .
Model
The ecosystem based on our daisyworld model is constructed on a diffusively coupled 2D tordoidal regular lattice (N × N ) of locally chaotic oscillators; which describes population growth as well as population dispersal -a metapopluation lattice model. Each cell is viewed as a habitat, with a maximum carrying capacity of 10,000 individuals. The habitats are randomly initialised with a population size in [0, 100] for both species. The temperature is initialised to 295.5K. The diffusion of species and temperature is determined by the neighbourhood model -von Neumann neighbourhoods, consisting of a central cell and its four orthogonal neighbours. We use Laplacian diffusion for both species and temperature diffusion. The model parameters are represented in Table 1 . The dynamics of the n species is governed by the following set of equations.
Albedo:
The albedo (A) at a particular habitat is computed as the weighted average in equation 2:
In this equation, n is number of daisy types, A i is the albedo of each daisy type and α i is the corresponding proportion of daisy cover. In our experiments, bare ground is completely occupied within the first few epochs.
Temperature:
The local temperature is governed by diffusion, heat radiation, solar absorption and Gaussian noise:
C = 2500 is the heat capacity, T is the temperature, l is the spatial location, D T = 500 is the diffusion constant, ▽ 2 T is the Laplacian operator, σ B is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, S is the solar constant, L is the luminosity, A is the albedo (environment altering trait) and ǫ represents Gaussian white noise (white in space and time with mean zero and standard deviation 1.0) multiplied by the noise level. T , A, ǫ vary with location l. Patch Temperature: Daisies at a location are divided (by species) into patches, whose temperature may vary from the local temperature. The albedo of the daisies in the patch determines the patch temperature:
where T i is the patch temperature, q = 20 is a constant; refer (Lovelock, 1992) , A is the albedo of a habitat, A i is the albedo of each daisy type and T is the local temperature of a habitat from equation 3.
Growth:
The growth curve of daisies is as an inverted parabola defined in equation 5:
T is the local temperature, m is the peak growth rate, T opt is the optimal temperature of the species and r denotes the range of temperature tolerance. In our model, m = 1 and r = 17.5.
Density Dependent Fitness:
We use absolute numbers for population size (P ) rather than the relative frequencies of the classical form (equation 1). To prevent unrealistic exponential growth or decay, we formulated our fitness (f ) based on a carrying capacity (K) such that f < 0 for P > K and f > 0 for P < K. The death rate of each daisy type is dependent on the total density of daisies. The corresponding fitness function is (equation 6):
β is the growth rate from equation 5, γ = 0.3 is the death rate, P is total population size and K the carrying capacity.
Population Size: The local population abundance is based on replicator-mutator dynamics. We start from a variant of the discrete form (Page and Nowak, 2002) of RME (equation 1) shown in equation 7:
where P i is the proportion of the population of type i, l represents a spatial location, n is the number of phenotypes, and f j defines the selection dynamics. Rather than separate reward (payoff) and mutation matrices, we use a combined replicator-mutator matrix Q = [q ij ] -a doubly stochastic matrix -defining the evolutionary properties and satisfying
The diagonal of the matrix defines the replication rate, while other entries defines the mutation rates. φ = i P i f i is the average fitness, and is used as a normalisation term to ensure the population doesn't exceed its bounds.
Since our fitness function is density dependent and directly ensures the orbits are bounded in the region P ≤ K, the term φ is not needed. However we need to incorporate diffusion of individuals. Combining this, we can define the change in population as in equation 8:
D is the Laplace-diffused population. Since we don't use a reward matrix, the discrete time fitness (selection coefficient) is just the intrinsic fitness, leading to equation 6. The fitness of a particular type of daisies changes, depending on the abundance of both itself and the other species because of the life-environment feedback. Here, f affects P and depends on β which depends on T which depends on A which in turn depends on P , thus forming a tightly coupled system with an indefinite feedback loop. The model incorporates two types of feedback: from the life-environment effect of daisyworld and from the density-dependent nature of population dynamics. This model covers all the main ingredients of evolutionary population dynamics -reproduction, mutation, selection and spatial dispersion -with a bidirectional life-environment feedback effect.
Importance of Noise
Modelling nonlinear dynamics in a noisy world is very common in population ecology. The two key factors in studying population dynamics are the internal feedback which inhibits the exploding population and the external environmental (abiotic) variability which determines the population fluctuations (Begon et al., 1996) . In our model, the first factor (internal feedback) results from the imposition of a carrying capacity and the second (external variability) from Gaussian noise. These external perturbations can cause the system to deviate from equilibrium. The noise level controls the scale fluctuations in the environment. Noise helps to introduce sufficient nonlinearity to observe complex dynamics such as limit cycles, quasi-periodicity and chaos (nonlinear attractors). Diffusion of temperature and dispersion of daisies also allow the system to break symmetry and generate interesting patterns in daisyworld (Punithan and McKay, 2012) . In this paper, we focus on the evolutionary population dynamics of daisyworld, so we study the impact of the external variability in detail. In the absence of noise, the dynamics of the world is stationary (static attractor). But with the imposition of noise, we observe evolving patterns of life -so long as there is not too much. With higher levels, noise completely dominates the feedback, and the behaviour becomes random and uninteresting.
Results
We analyse the changes in dominance by specific phenotypes (petal colour) under the effect of environmental perturbations (temperature). In our experiments, the optimal temperature and albedo of the original black, white daisies, their mutants and adaptants are tabulated in the Table 2 ; please refer Lenton and Lovelock (2001) . In all analyses, we first examine the spatio-temporal population patterns (using snapshots of the system status over the 5000 epochs). We focus on the local dominance of species. We plot the local (temporal) behaviour at a single habitat, and the global dynamics (average temporal behaviour of the whole ecosystem). 
I. Baseline Scenario: No Mutation
In this subsection, we present the behaviour of the system with no evolutionary change, as a baseline for comparisons. Since the level of noise is an important control in determining the effect of evolutionary change, we present results for different levels of noise. and 9. We have reached the less interesting region in which noise dominates the environmental feedback; behaviours in this region are little affected by other parameters, so we omit it from consideration in the rest of the paper.
II. Phenotypic Variability -Mutation
The ability of mutations to generate new phenotypes is one of the hallmarks of Darwinian evolution. The black and white daisies in the model undergo random mutation, introducing a new phenotypic state -grey daisies (T opt = 295.5 and albedo = 0.5). The evolutionary relationships between the species are defined in the replicator-mutator matrix (µ is the rate of random mutation and B, W, G denote Black, White and Grey daisies): Noise Level = 2 When the noise level increases to 2, although the world is still rapidly dominated by grey daisies, the original black and white species can form distinct groups and dominate smaller regions ( figure 13 ). All three species coexist locally as well as globally, mainly to due the patch temperatures. Black patches mostly fluctuate above 295.5K, and white mostly below, with only grey fluctuating around the favoured 295.5K( figure 14(a) ). The global figure 17(a) ). The global temperature is regulated to around 295.5K ( figure 18(a) ) with all species coexisting locally (figure 17(b)) and globally ( figure 18(b) ).
To summarise, the grey mutant form dominates the whole ecosystem when there are small temperature fluctuations (N L = 0.05). As the noise level increases to (N L = 2), the black and white daisies form distinct population groups. Further increase in noise level (N L = 3), allow all three species to dominate locally, and they coexist both locally and globally. Thus we see the determination of evolutionary dominance through environmental influences. We observed population spatial structures with mutation but excluding life-environment feedback (i.e. temperature is not influenced by the daisies at all) for different noise levels ( figure 19 ). When we compare these snapshots (no grey dominance) with figures 10 and 16, we can see that the balance between feedback and noise plays a vital role in the coexistence of dominance of the original daisies and their mutants. The dynamics we see, for example, in figure 16 is due to the interplay of noise and feedback, rather than either alone.
IV. Adaptation -Exploring New Environments
In the absence of other species, black daises will generate a very hot environment unsuited to them. Instead of mutating to reduce their environmental effect, they can also adapt to tolerate these higher temperatures, generating "warm black daisies". Similarly, white daisies may adapt to a cold environment, giving "cool white daisies". We explore the effects of warm black (T opt = 300.5, albedo = 0.25) and cool white daisies (T opt = 290.5, albedo = 0.75). In all patch temperature plots, the patch temperature trajectories of black and warm black daisies superimpose and similarly for white and cool white -inevitably, because the originals and their adaptants have the same albedo.
The evolutionary properties are by the following replicator-adapter matrix (WB and CW stand for warm black and cool white daisies): figure 22(a) ). Though the patch temperatures of black and warm black are identical (also for white and cool white) ( figure 21(a) ), the adaptants are superior to the existing phenotypes, and rapidly dominate. 
Conclusion
The evolutionary daisyworld model -replication with mutation and adaptation -presented in this paper illustrates global surface temperature regulation around 295.5K as in the original models. Thus demonstrating its robustness in homeostatic self-regulation in scenarios such as evolution of the environment altering trait (albedo) and adaptive evolution of optimal temperature. Temporal fluctuation in temperature, due to ecosystem disturbance, introduces nonlinearity into the daisyworld, leading to the most interesting behaviours. With very low noise, we observe monotonous life (quiescent daisy dominance states). Without feedback or with very high noise, we observe suppression of mutants. Thus, these results underline the importance of balance between ecosystem feedback and ecosystem disturbance in generating spatially coexistence of domains of dominance among the original daisies and their mutants.
